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                In certain respects, the Knode model is not completely new. In addition to such databases as the US National Library of Medicine's PubMed (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sites/entrez) and Elsevier's SciVerse (http://www.info.sciverse.com/what-sciverse), recent years have witnessed the development of several online services that enable not only the identification of key researchers in a certain field but also galvanize interactions among those researchers. These services, including http://www.biomedexperts.com; http://www.researchgate.net/; http://academia.edu/ and http://www.iamscientist.com/, have common themes, such as enabling researchers to share information about themselves and the data they generate, follow competitors in their field, form collaborative groups and even engage donors to fund projects.
Knode is also a social networking tool—akin to LinkedIn or Facebook—but it is specifically focused on enabling networking between translational researchers. The site provides profiles of scientists, listing their specialties, patents, grants and publications—essentially information that is publicly available data posted on the web. The company aims to have profiles from researchers both in industry and in academia. Unlike other social networks, Knode does not require scientists to opt into the service or to constantly update their profiles; the algorithms they use to scrape publicly accessibly sites for the information do this automatically. Knode is also in the process of adding additional features, including the ability for scientists to list technologies or assets they have available for licensing.
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